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[ Intro ]

With the MultiLanguage-tool for CultureBase websites you can easily translate the content of a website. When your translation is finished, the programmer can publish your language on the website. If your language is already online, every correction you do in [cb-ml] is immediately online.

[ Login ]

The Link for [cb-ml]:  http://cb-ml.de  → Select cb-ml 2.0  for ONLINEFILM

CultureBase - MultiLanguage Editor

cb-ml 2.0 [neu]
Login with your account.

You can choose the language English or German to work with the tool.

Choose for the first translation: onlinefilm – org, click: “select” to enter to the translation.
[The languages]

After the selection of the project, you see different language-columns. If there is already a column for your language, you can start the translation. Otherwise, send us an email that the programmer can create your language-column.

Please, it is absolutely necessary that you only work on your language-column. Please don’t save words in other columns!

[Reference language]

For your translation, you open the text of your reference-language. There you can read the information you want to translate.

To open the reference-text: click on the red v to open the window.

You can move the reference-language-window wherever you want on your screen. Therefore, click on the grey border of the window.
[ Translation ]

Click in your language-column at the red v to open your empty window. Please, choose always the same line than your reference-text is located!

Tape in your translation and click “save” to save your text and close the window.

You can also close the window –not saved– by clicking on the red button.

After the translation click “generate statistic translation files”.

Then, click “logout” and your translation is finished.

[ Other project to translate ]

After the login you choose the project onlinefilm-org. It is also necessary to translate the project onlinefilm-tube. Therefore login once again or choose [home] to select the next project for translation.
[ Contact ]
Onlinefilm AG Support
Susanne Haubner

c/o Stiftung kulturserver.de gGmbH
Rungestrasse 22-24
10179 Berlin
Telefon: +49 30 39791552
mail: office@onlinefilm.org